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a b s t r a c t

Flame front structure of turbulent premixed CH4/H2/air flames at various hydrogen frac-

tions was investigated with OH-PLIF technique. A nozzle-type burner was used to achieve

the stabilized turbulent premixed flames. Hot-wire anemometer measurement and OH-

PLIF observation were performed to measure the turbulent flow and detect the instanta-

neous flame front structure, respectively. The hydrogen fractions of 0%, 5%, 10% and 20%

were studied. Results show that the flame front structures of the turbulent premixed

flames are wrinkled flame front with small scale convex and concave structures compared

to that of the laminar-flame front. The wrinkle intensity of flame front is promoted with

the increase of turbulence intensity as well as hydrogen fraction. Hydrogen addition pro-

motes the flame intrinsic instability which leads to the active response of laminar flame to

turbulence and results in the much more wrinkled flame front structure. The value of ST/SL
increases monotonically with the increase of u0/SL and hydrogen fraction. The increase of

ST/SL with the increase of hydrogen fraction is mainly attributed to the diffusive-thermal

instability effects represented by the effective Lewis number, Leeff. A general correlation

between ST/SL and u0/SL is provided from the experimental data fitting in the form of ST/

SLf a(u0/SL)
n, and the exponent, n, gives the constant value of 0.35 for all conditions and at

various hydrogen fractions.

Copyright ª 2013, Hydrogen Energy Publications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights

reserved.
1. Introduction and low flame propagation speed. Thosewill result in the slow
Natural gas is regarded as one of the most promising clean

alternative fuels and has been widely used in industry,

transportation and domestic appliance, such as gas turbine,

boilers, internal combustion engines and residential cooking

and heating. Methane, which is the main component of nat-

ural gas, has the unique tetrahedral molecular structure with

high CeH bond energy, thus it demonstrates some unique

combustion characteristics such as high ignition temperature
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burning velocity, poor lean-burn ability and high combustion

instability for natural gas [1,2]. One effective method to solve

these problems is tomix the natural gaswith a fuel possessing

high burning velocity. Hydrogen is the best candidate because

of its low ignition energy, high reactivity, high diffusivity and

subsequently high burning velocity. The laminar burning ve-

locity of hydrogen is seven times to that of methane [3,4].

Meanwhile, hydrogen is a potentially clean alternative fuel to

the fossil fuels in the future. Hydrogen is considered as a near
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perfect energy carrier, which can be produced from fossil fuel

and renewable energy such as solar power [5,6]. However, it is

still far from the widespread use of pure hydrogenmainly due

to the technical difficulties in terms of the storage, production

and lack of the infrastructure [7]. Thus hydrogen enrichment

hydrocarbons is the most promising bridge approach for the

future hydrogen economy [6].

Previous works showed that a small fraction of hydrogen

addition can significantly improve the thermal efficiency and

decrease the emissions in spark-ignition internal combustion

engine [8e11]. Studies on direct injection turbulent combus-

tion showed that hydrogen addition can achieve the stable

lean combustion along with low cyclic variations [12,13].

Experimental study on laminar premixed flames showed that

the effect of hydrogen addition on the laminar burning ve-

locity of CH4/H2/air mixtures is non-linear [14e16]. This sug-

gests that hydrogen addition will significantly change the

laminar-flame characteristics of CH4/air mixtures. The tur-

bulent combustion of CH4/H2/air has also been investigated

experimentally by Fairweather et al. [17], Nakahara et al. [18],

Schefer [19] and Strakey et al. [20]. A number of computational

studies of lean premixed CH4/H2/air combustion system have

focused on the flame response to local burning speeds [21],

flame extinction and strained flows [20,22]. Results showed

that there was clear increase in turbulence burning velocity

for 20% H2 for lean mixtures but not for rich. However, the

previous experimental studies conducted in a combustion

chamber and the flame propagation process in the combus-

tion chamber is essentially transient. The turbulent premixed

flame is essentially a random phenomenon. Thus, it is very

difficult to investigate the flame front structure using com-

bustion chamber. Meanwhile, the Burner stabilized Bunsen

flame can provide continuous long duration measurement

which is suitable for laser measurement and the subsequent

flame front structure analysis. Therewere no investigations at

lower hydrogen fraction (less than 10%) which is very impor-

tant in combustor application. And the effect of hydrogen

addition on the turbulenceeflame interaction of hydrocar-

bons was still not well investigated and far from understood.

This means that the mechanism of the hydrogen enrichment
Fig. 1 e Schematic of
to improve the combustion characteristics of hydrocarbons/

air is still not well understood and needs further study in

details.

From the practical point of view, turbulent burning velocity

is an important parameter for the design and optimization of

combustion devices and the development of turbulent com-

bustion models. A general correlation between turbulent

burning velocity and parameters is essential. Thus, the mea-

surement of turbulent burning velocity of CH4/H2/air mixtures

is worth conducting.

The objective of the present study is to clarify the effects of

hydrogen enrichment on turbulent burning velocity and the

flame front structure of turbulent CH4/air flames. Both tur-

bulence measurements and OH detection by hot-wire

anemometer and PLIF for the turbulent premixed flames

were performed to describe the flow field and flame front

structure. The laminar-flame characteristic parameters were

calculated and the effects of hydrogen enrichment on flame-

eturbulence interaction were analyzed based on the scale of

the laminar flame, the scale of the turbulence and the OH-PLIF

flame front structures. A general correlation of turbulent

burning velocities of CH4/H2/air mixtures was obtained based

on the experimental results.
2. Experimental setup and procedures

Experiments were made using a nozzle-type turbulent pre-

mixed Bunsen burner with an outlet diameter of 20 mm by

using OH-PLIF technique as shown in Fig. 1. The burner can

achieve the stabilized turbulent premixed flames for OH-PLIF

measurement, and it was sketched in Fig. 2. Turbulence is

generated by a perforated plate installed 40 mm upstream of

the nozzle outlet. Three kinds of plates were used to generate

wide range of turbulence conditions. The orifice diameter and

opening ratio are 2.1 mm, 3.5 mm, 4.0 mm, and 60%, 40%, 55%,

respectively. The properties of the plates are shown in Fig. 3. A

circular pilot flame slit with a thickness of 0.5 mm was

designed at the nozzle outlet to support the flame stabilization

for long duration OH-PLIF measurement. Hydrogen is
the PLIF system.
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Fig. 2 e Schematic of the turbulent premixed Bunsen

burner.
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introduced to the circular slit to form a pilot flame which is

used to ignite the main flame and support the flame stabili-

zation. Cooling water with proper temperature can keep the

burner nozzle stay away from high temperature and prevent

water vapor condensation on the surface of nozzle. Two

pieces of sintering metal with diameter of 100 mm are used to

rectify the incoming flow and prevent flashback. An

impinging plate is installed 10 mm down-stream of inlet to
Fig. 3 e Properties of the perforated plates
improve the mixing of the CH4/H2/air mixtures. The mean

velocity at the nozzle outlet was controlled between about

2 m/s and 5 m/s to prevent the flashback and blowoff. Tur-

bulence at the center and 10 mm above of the nozzle outlet

was measured using a constant-temperature hot-wire

anemometer (Dantec, Streamline 90N) and calculated

assuming Taylor’s hypothesis and isotropy of turbulence

[23,24].

Turbulent premixed flames of CH4/H2/air mixtures were

stabilized at the nozzle burner outlet at normal pressure and

temperature. The CH4/H2/air mixtures were premixed in a

mixing bomb and supplied to the burner. Hydrogen fraction,

ZH2, is defined as ZH2¼XH2/(XCH4þXH2), where XH2 and

XCH4 are the mole fractions of H2 and CH4, respectively. Four

hydrogen fractions (0% H2, 5% H2, 10% H2 and 20% H2) were

tested in the experiment. The laminar burning velocity, SL, for

the mixtures in this study was estimated by using the PREMIX

code [25] and CHEMKIN-II database [26] with GRI-Mech 3.0 [27].

The laminar burning velocity is about 34 cm/s in this study.

Equivalence ratio was adjusted to maintain the laminar

burning velocity almost constantly at various hydrogen frac-

tions. The properties of the mixtures were summarized in

Table 1.

OH-PLIF measurements were performed to detect the

instantaneous flame front structure of the turbulent premixed

flames. The OH-PLIF measurement system consists of a laser

source, which includes a Nd:YAG as pumping laser and a

tunable dye laser, fluorescence detection using an ICCD

camera (LaVision Image Prox), and the equipment for signal

control and data acquisition. The schematic of the PLIF system

was shown in Fig. 1. The frequency of laser pulse for LIF

excitation is 10 Hz. A second harmonic Nd:YAG laser (Quanta-

Ray Pro-190) with power of 300 mJ per pulse and pulse time of

10 ns. The baseline wavelength of the YAG laser is 1064 nm,

and it is tuned to 355 nm by a harmonic generator with THG

crystal arm. A pumped dye laser (SirahPRSC-G-3000) with a

frequency doubler transfers the wavelength to 282.769 nm

which is used to excite the Q1(8) line of the A2S)X2P(1,0)

transition with pulse energy of about 8 mJ. The laser goes

through the energy monitor and sheet optics to produce a

laser sheet of about 50 mm in height, and aligns to pass

through the centerline of the burner nozzle. A 67� 50 mm2

region was focused onto the monitor with resolution of

800*600 pixels. The OH fluorescence at wavelength around

308 nm was detected by an ICCD camera through a UV lens

(Nikon Rayfact PF 10545MF-UV) with intensified Relay Optics

(LavisionVC08-0094) and OH bandpass filter (LaVisionVZ08-

0222). The ICCD camera locates perpendicularly with the laser

sheet, and it operates with 200 ns gate width, 100 ns delay and

10 Hz image sampling frequency synchronized with laser.
Table 1 e The mixture properties in this study.

H2

ratio
f SL

(cm/s)
Tb (K) dL

(mm)
LM

(mm)
rb/ru Leeff li

(mm)

0% 0.90 34.03 2133 0.066 0.25 0.141 0.96 1.36

5% 0.88 33.91 2111 0.067 0.24 0.141 0.86 1.14

10% 0.87 34.29 2100 0.067 0.24 0.144 0.79 0.98

20% 0.83 33.62 2051 0.071 0.23 0.148 0.68 0.74
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Fig. 4 e Borghi’s diagram of turbulent premixed flames

revised by Peters [30].
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Fig. 5 e Direct images of the turbulent premixed flames of

CH4/H2/air mixtures by a digital camera.
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Effects of turbulence intensity and hydrogen
addition on flame front structure

It is well known that the characteristics of turbulent premixed

flames quite depend on the regimes, the wrinkled laminar-

flame regime, the distributed-reaction regime and the

flamelets-in-eddies regime [28,29]. The three regimes are

defined as dL� lK, l0> dL> lK and dL> l0, respectively, where, dL,

lK, and l0 are laminar-flame thickness, Kolmogorovmicroscale

and turbulence macroscale (integral scale), respectively. The

laminar-flame thickness was calculated by dL¼ aD/SL, where,

aD represents the thermal diffusivity of the unburned mix-

tures, SL is the laminar burning velocity of the mixtures. Fig. 4

shows the turbulent premixed flames of the present work in

the Borghi’s diagram modified by Peters [30]. It can be seen

that all the flames of the present work locate in the flamelet

regime. Thus the flamelet model is applied in the following

discussion.

Fig. 5 gives the direct images of the turbulent premixed

CH4/H2/air flames. The flame brush of turbulent premixed

flames is clearly demonstrated, however, the detailed infor-

mation such as flame front structure can not be obtained

because it is a projective image, and the exposure time is long

to eliminate the high frequency random turbulent flame front

information. The OH-PLIF images under the same experi-

mental conditions of Fig. 5 are shown in Fig. 6. The wrinkled

flame front can be well recognized using the OH-PLIF tech-

niquewith high resolution and high sensitivity in this study. It

is noted that all the flames in this study possess convoluted

flame front structure with convex and concave cusps

compared with the laminar-flame front which is a smooth

shape, like triangle for the Bunsen flame [31] or spherical

surface for the laminar-flame propagation [14]. Additionally,

the flame front is more wrinkled with the increase of turbu-

lence intensity. At low turbulence intensity, the scale of tur-

bulent flow is larger and the flame front is wrinkled structure
with large scale branches, because at this region the flame

thickness is much smaller than the integral scale. Turbulent

flow cannot access the inner part of the flame reaction region

and the interaction between flow and flame is weak. With the

increase of turbulence intensity, the flame front is more

wrinkled andmuch finer due to the decrease of turbulent flow

scale [32]. This reveals that the increase of turbulence in-

tensity can decrease turbulence scale and further promote the

flame front wrinkle intensity. With hydrogen addition, the

flame front tends to be much finer and more wrinkled

compared to that of CH4/air flames under the same turbulence

condition. This would be due to the effect of flame intrinsic

instability which influences the flameeturbulence interac-

tion. Table 1 gives the effective Lewis number, Leeff, Markstein

length, LM, and the flame intrinsic instability scale, li, of the

CH4/H2/air mixtures. Leeff represents the diffusionalethermal

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2013.05.051
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Fig. 6 e OH-PLIF images of turbulent premixed flames of

CH4/H2/air mixtures.

Fig. 8 e Comparison of turbulent burning velocity with

previous studies.
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instability [33,34] and it decreases from nearly unity for CH4/

airmixtures tomuch less than unity, for example, 0.68 for 20%

hydrogen fraction. LM correlates the local stretched burning

velocity and unstretched burning velocity of the laminar
Fig. 7 e OH-PLIF images average and
flame. li is the characteristic scale of hydrodynamic combined

with diffusive-thermal effects, which is calculated using non-

linear growth for sub-unity Lewis number [35]. It corresponds

to the wavelength at the maximum growth rate of the

dispersion relation of flame instability. li decreases signifi-

cantly with the increase of hydrogen fraction. This indicates

that the promotion of the flame intrinsic instability with

hydrogen additionwill lead to the active response of the flame

to turbulence wrinkle and result in much finer and wrinkled

flame front structure. It can also be noted that flame height

tends to be higherwith the increase of u0/SL while flame height

tends to be lower with the increase of hydrogen fraction

caused by the increase of turbulent burning velocity with

hydrogen addition. This will be discussed in the later section.

3.2. Turbulent burning velocity of CH4/H2/air mixtures

Fig. 7 gives the representative average of the single shot OH-

PLIF images. Since the flame front structures of turbulent

premixed flames are random, the statistical analysis is used to

interpret the phenomenon. The average of 1, 50, 100, 300 and

500 pieces of OH-PLIF images are given. It is seen that the

positions of the reaction zones move rapidly in space and

produce a time-averaged view that reflects the appearance of

the thick reaction zone. About 500 OH-PLIF images are suffi-

cient to get the mean flame front location. Since OH radical
determine the mean flame cone.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2013.05.051
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concentration increased quickly at the flame front, the inner

surface of this apparently thick reaction zone can be viewed as

the averaged inner flame front of the turbulent premixed

flames as the last image of Fig. 7 shown. The turbulent burning

velocity, ST, is obtained with conventional angle method [36]

for the inner flame front, as

ST ¼ U sinðq=2Þ (1)

where q is the inner flame front cone angle, U is the mean

velocity of the mixture at burner exit.

The turbulent burning velocities of CH4/air mixtures ob-

tained in the study are compared with those of previous

studies [29,36,37], as shown in Fig. 8. It is seen that all those

data show a reasonable agreement within the experimental

range. The relationship between turbulence intensity, u0, and
Kolmogorov scale, lK, turbulence Reynolds number based on

Taylor microscale, Rel, are given in Fig. 9. The Reynolds

number increases almost linearly with turbulence intensity,

u0, while, Kolmogorov scale, lK, decreases with u0. Further-

more, lK, decreases rapidly when the turbulence intensity is

low and the trend is significantly weakened at higher turbu-

lence intensity. This reflects the fact that the turbulent flow

changes apparently with turbulence intensity under weak

turbulence condition.

Fig. 10 gives the variations of turbulent burning velocity, ST,

with the turbulence intensity, u0, and turbulence Reynolds

number, Rel. ST increases almost linearly with the increase of

u0 and Rel for both CH4/air and CH4/H2/air mixtures. ST is

higher for the mixtures with higher hydrogen fraction under

all conditions in the experimental range, even though both

mixtures have the same laminar burning velocity. The tur-

bulent premixed flames of the present study locate on the

flamelet regime. The increase of turbulent burning velocity in

the flamelet regime is mainly due to not only the increase of

flame front area caused by the turbulence wrinkle but also the

increased local laminar burning velocity caused by the stretch

effect. Thismeans that the flame front area increases with the

increase of hydrogen fraction caused by the enhanced
Fig. 9 e Relationship between turbulence parameters and

mean outlet velocity. u0 is turbulence intensity, lk is

Kolmogorov scale and Rel is turbulence Reynolds number.
wrinkled flame front. The diffusive-thermal instability repre-

sented by effective Lewis number, Leeff, and intrinsic insta-

bility scale, li, given in Table 1 may be the reason for the

increase of flame front area. On the other hand, local burning

velocity SLk can be connected with SL by (2).

SL � SLk ¼ LMa (2)

where a is stretch rate and LM represents Markstein length as

shown in Table 1. It slightly decreased with hydrogen ratio

and agreed well with the previous research [14]. This means

that local stretched laminar burning velocities of all mixtures

in this study were slightly smaller than SL and the increase of

flame front area was dominant factor for the increase of ST/

SL. Moreover, only 5% hydrogen addition can lead to obvious

difference to that of CH4/air mixture. This suggests that

hydrogen addition can significantly influence the flame

characteristics and turbulenceeflame interaction. In addi-

tion, turbulence Reynolds number based on Taylor micro-

scale is an proper dimensionless parameter for turbulent

combustion since ST presents the similar trend with Rel as ST
with u0 [38].
(b)

Fig. 10 e Variation of turbulent burning velocity with

turbulence parameters: (a) ST versus u0; (b) ST versus Rel.
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Fig. 11 e Variation of ST/SL with u0/SL for CH4/H2/air

mixtures.
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3.3. Correlation of turbulent burning velocities

The relationship of ST/SL and u0/SL was usually employed at

turbulent combustion in previous researches [29,37]. u0/SL in-

dicates the information about turbulent flow and laminar

flame, while, ST/SL indicates the information about turbulent

flame and laminar flame. Fig. 11 gives the variation of ST/SL
with u0/SL. ST/SL increases monotonically with the increase of

u0/SL. Meanwhile, ST/SL increases with the increase of

hydrogen fraction at the same u0/SL.
Previous study proposed a general correlation of ST/SL as a

power law function of the turbulence intensity (u0/SL) [35,39].

ST=SLfaðu0=SLÞn (3)

In this study, a similar correlation is examined for the

CH4/H2/airmixtures at various hydrogen fractions. The cor-

relations of turbulent burning velocity for all mixtures are
Fig. 12 e Correlation of turbulent burning velocities

between ST/SL and u0/SL for CH4/H2/air mixtures.
plotted in Fig. 12. The exponent n is about 0.35 under all

experimental conditions in the study. This is consistent to

the previous study on CH4/air mixtures at high pressure that

exponent n is close to 0.4 and remain almost constantly for

the various mixtures [38,39]. The coefficient a is 3.3, 3.6, 3.7

and 4.0 which corresponds to the hydrogen fractions of 0%,

5%, 10% and 20%, respectively.
4. Conclusions

Flame front structure and turbulent burning velocity of CH4/

H2/air mixtures at various hydrogen fractions were investi-

gated with OH-PLIF technique. The effects of hydrogen addi-

tion and turbulence intensity on turbulenceeflame

interactionwere analyzed based on the scale of laminar flame,

the scale of turbulence and theOH-PLIF flame front structures.

Main results are summarized as follows:

1. The flame front structures of turbulent premixed flames are

the wrinkled flame front with small scale convex and

concave structures compared to that of laminar flames. The

wrinkle intensity of flame front is promoted with the in-

crease of turbulence intensity as well as hydrogen fraction.

2. Hydrogen addition promotes the flame intrinsic instability

which leads to the active response of laminar flame to

turbulence and results in the much more wrinkled flame

front structure.

3. ST/SL increases with the increase of hydrogen fraction

which is attributed to the diffusive-thermal instability ef-

fects represented by effective Lewis number.

4. A general correlation between ST/SL and u0/SL is provided

from the experimental data fitting in the form of ST/

SLf a(u0/SL)
n. The exponent, n, gives a constant value of 0.35

under all conditions and at various hydrogen fractions.
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